An investigation of asymmetric reduction in dopamine transporter density in patients with Parkinson's disease.
Asymmetric motor symptoms and the contralateral side of dopaminergic deficits are commonly observed in patients with Parkinson's disease. The laterality of the specific binding ratio (SBR) for dopamine transporter single-photon emission computed tomography may be useful for estimation of reduced dopamine transporter density in striatum of patients with Parkinson's disease. SBR with Southampton method (S-SBR) is widely used to evaluate in our country, but the results occasionally contradict with that of motor symptoms or visual evaluation in clinical practice, thus preventing a confident diagnosis. We reported dopamine transporter evaluation with distance-weighted histogram (DWH). We hypothesized that the SBR calculated using DWH (DWH-SBR) may also be useful to evaluate the laterality. The purpose of this study was to investigate the laterality of the SBR versus the asymmetry of motor symptoms, and versus visual evaluation. In total, 100 adult patients with Parkinson's disease were enrolled in our study. The symptom-affected side, the visual-affected side, and the lower SBR side were evaluated. The evaluation was performed in a blinded manner. Correlations between the Hoehn and Yahr scale (HY scale) and both the SBRs were also investigated. Concordance of lower DWH-SBR side for visual-affected side was significantly higher (99.0%) than it of lower S-SBR side (86.0%, P < 0.01). The HY scale was significantly related to both lower S-SBR and DWH-SBR (P < 0.01). The DWH method might minimize the disagreement of laterality between the SBR and visual evaluation, and be useful for making a confident diagnosis in patients with Parkinson's disease.